Update on COMLAND meeting in Iceland 16-23 August 2003

The organisation for this conference and field trip is running very smoothly and efficiently, thanks to the hard work by local organiser Dr. Guðrún Gísladóttir. She has provided the following items of information to assist you, the members of COMLAND.

1. The deadline for submission of abstracts is May 1st: please see the COMLAND website under “Meetings” for details on presentation: http://www.comland-commission.com

2. Guðrún advises that there are low-fare flights to Iceland through Stansted in London and Kastrup in Copenhagen. They are much cheaper than Icelandair and can (I think must) be booked on the internet at http://www.icelandexpress.com

3. Guðrún has provided a document with a description of the accommodations in Reykjavik organised for the conference. The document (see COMLAND website) also includes a map of the University campus. The conference will be held on the campus in the building labelled “Oddi”. The city map showing the locations of the accommodation places and the University is on the internet at http://www.icelandtravel.is. Click on “Map of Reykjavik”.

4. Conversions from Icelandic to major currencies may be obtained at http://www.sedlabanki.is. About a third of the way down on the left, click on “English version”.